Intercultural Communication
Communicate worldwide without misunderstandings

Work Book

Exercise on intercultural competence
Simulation Exercise - "Bafa Bafa"
This group exercise is used to train your intercultural competence and is often carried out in
corresponding trainings. It simulates the clash of different cultures and the participants experience the
challenges that arise.

Implementation:
Divide into two groups and give the groups names (e.g. "Culture Alpha" and "Culture Beta") Think
about special fictitious characteristics, values and rules or special features in body language for each of
the two groups.
Then designate an ambassador for each group. This ambassador is to contact, communicate and
observe the other group. The ambassador then reports back to his or her own group about the other
culture. This can be repeated two or three times with increasingly better prior knowledge. You can use
the form on the next page of this work book to record your observations.
After the exercise, the entire group reconvenes and reflects on the simulation. You can talk about your
experiences and feelings that you had in contact with the "foreign culture". You may even notice that
each ambassador viewed and interpreted the other culture through his or her "own glasses". You can
also discuss potential conflicts and work out together how to resolve them.

Source: https://www.indstate.edu/sites/default/files/media/Documents/PDF/diversity-Bafa-Diversity-10-01-09.pdfsimulation.html

1. How do you greet each other in the Alpha / Beta culture?

2. What taboos exist in the Alpha / Beta culture?

3. What values are particularly important in the Alpha / Beta culture?

4. Are there special features in non-verbal communication?

Values and rules of different cultures
Different countries, different customs. These facts about other cultures are just a tiny sample of all the values and rules. Do you know any more?

Sweden:
Mexico:
Academic titles are usually part of the
form of address. For example, people
greet each other with "profesor"
(teacher), "ingeniero" (engineer) or
"licenciado" (generally for a university
degree).

Here there is the word "lagom", which
means ""just right, not too much, not
too little". This principle runs through
many areas of life of the Swedes.

China:
A slight nod of the head, an implied
bow, or a light handshake is
appropriate as a greeting.

Brazil:
Direct criticism is often undesirable.
Brazilians attach importance to
harmonious interaction and tend to
express criticism discreetly and indirectly.

South Africa:
A "polychronic understanding of time" exists
here. When it comes to appointments and
dates, it is important to be flexible and to
regard them more as guidelines.

Learning intercultural communication - in 4 steps
1

Understanding what culture is
Culture in the broader sense also includes our everyday life. How we dress, what we eat, how we live or communicate. All of
this can be culture. In principle, there are hardly any limits to the imagination of what can be called culture. The more you
study foreign cultures, the more accurate your interpretations will be and the better you will understand your counterpart.
This is how you avoid misunderstandings.

2

Understanding the values and rules of cultures
When communicating with people from different parts of the world, it's a good idea to find out what the cultural
peculiarities are and what is considered polite and impolite. This will reduce the risk of unintentionally offending someone.

3

Interpret gestures, facial expressions and body language correctly
Communication takes place verbally, i.e. through words, or also non-verbally. Even if we say nothing, we can express a
certain attitude or opinion. Therefore, it is of great importance that you can also deal with gestures, correctly interpret
facial expressions and body postures.

4

Learn languages
Foreign language competence can be a door opener for many situations. For example, greeting your business partner in
the local language shows respect and empathy. The following always applies: You do not have to have a perfect command
of the language, but the effort alone shows appreciation for the other person and his or her culture.
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